Exam’s Date: **Wednesday November 25th, 2015**

**Math:**

- Practice the teen numbers and their names:
  
  11 **eleven**
  12 **twelve**
  13 **thirteen**
  14 **fourteen**
  15 **fifteen**
  
  16 **sixteen**
  17 **seventeen**
  18 **eighteen**
  19 **nineteen**

- Practice the series of ten and their names:
  
  10 **ten**
  20 **twenty**
  30 **thirty**
  40 **forty**
  50 **fifty**
  
  60 **sixty**
  70 **seventy**
  80 **eighty**
  90 **ninety**
  100 **one hundred**

- Represent teen numbers with sticks and circles, example:

  34= 
  

- Teen additions (for example: 6+8=14)
- Practice numbers 1 to 100

Practice lessons 4.1 to 4.11 (papers in the plastic folder)
Exam’s Date: Thursday November 26th, 2015

Phonics:

- Identify and use:
  - Short vowel sound i (like in piiin)
  - Short vowel sound u (like in foooox)
  - Short vowel sound o (like in buuuug)
  - Short vowel sound e (like in heeen)

- Recognize these sounds in different words, combine them with consonants to make words.
- Rhyming words; words with the same ending sound, for example:
  hat – cat,
  bag – tag,
  fin – pin,
  ten – hen.